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Global environmental~ change acts on ecosystems through its effects on 
organisms. It is almost inevitable that changes in the environment will alter 

· .· metabolic and demographic rates and the distributions of populations. The 
. new configurations of species that arise from global change will have no 
· evolutionary history of association and will not have been studied previously 
. by ecologists. Their interactions, stability, and resistance to future changes 
are difficult to predict. Yet predicting these community properties is fun
ucu.uta.ll.i:U to anticipating and mitigating the effects of global change on 
ecosystems. 
. In this chapter, global environmental change is defined as anthropogenic 

that acts over large regions of the earth and may affect biospheric 
of radiation, gases, water, and solutes. These stressors include global 

change, global land use change, many pollutants, species invasions 
extirpations, and others. The ecological consequences of global climate 

must be gauged against the background of ongoing change driven by 
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land use, pollution, species replacement, etc. In a statistical sense, these 
factors are confounded: independent variables are changing simultaneously, 
and their separate effects on the dependent variables are difficult to discern. 
However, some information on the effects of perturbations is available from 
case studies. The lessons learned have important implications for our efforts 
to anticipate consequences of global climate and land use change. 

The capacities of ecosystems to withstand stress lie on a continuum 
between robust and fragile. In some cases, ecosystem processes like pro
ductivity and nutrient cycling may resist change because intolerant species 
are replaced by more tolerant ones that are functionally equivalent. At the 
other extreme, relatively minor stresses may lead to dramatic, discontinuous 
changes in ecosystems. Surprising changes in ecosystems often revolve 
around species interactions (Walters, 1986; Holling, 1988). The societal 
significance of changes in ecosystem structure is rriost obvious when species 
linked directly to humans, such as trees, crop plants, fishes, pests, or 
pathogens, are involved. However, more complex ecosystem functions of 
great importance, such as feedbacks to air, water, or soil quality, can also 
be affected by population and community processes. 

This chapter shows that the dynamics of individual species can have 
substantial effects on ecosystem processes and can serve as optimal indica
tors of impending changes in ecosystems. Given this reality, the key ques
tion then becomes, how can we identify a priori the species that will be •. 
good indicators or perform pivotal roles in ecosystem processes? To address 
this problem, we draw our evidence mainly from whole-lake manipulations ... ·. 

In the sections that follow, we first outline the scope of larl!:e··SC:lle 
ecological experimentation. We then summarize the evidence that 
tion dynamics influence ecosystem processes, emphasizing our eX]peiiertce 
in lakes. This review leads to a comparison of stress indicators ranging • 
degree of aggregation from species to trophic level. We then offer a 
ceptual framework to explain intersystem differences in the feedbacks 
tween population processes and ecosystem processes. 

LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS 

Large-scale experiments are a powerful way to study ecosystem res;ponsE;s. 
In order to study the interactions of population and ecosystem ""r"".''~""' 
experimental data spanning a considerable range of spatial and ternp1pra 
scales are needed. Most ecological experiments occur in relatively 
spaces for relatively short periods of time (Tilman, 1989; Kareiva and 
dersen, 1988), and are too fine-grained for credible inferences about 
system dynamics. Nonetheless, ecologists have gradually gained '-"V''"'"Lc;.r,. 
able experience with manipulations at the scale of whole ecosystems (e. 
likes, watersheds) over time spans of years to decades. Manipulated 
hies have included nutrients (e.g., nitrogen, phosphorus), 
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(e.g., acid, heavy metals), and system structure (e.g., clear-cutting, predator 
additions or removals). Response variables have included ecophysiological 
and demographic rates, population and community dynamics, and ecosys
tem processes. Information on the history and scope of large-scale, long
term experimentation is given by Likens (1985), Tilman (1989), and Schin
dler (1988). Discussions of the design, analysis, and interpretation of large
scale experiments are found in Matson and Carpenter (1990). 

In large-scale experiments, perturbations can act through multiple path
ways of indirect effects that may not be easily distinguished from one another 
(Tilman, 1989). Fortunately, both long-term observation (Tilman, 1989) and 
smaller scale experiments embedded in large-scale studies (Frost et al., 
1988) can help to resolve indirect effects. 

A more formidable challenge in large-scale experiments is the fact that 
communities and ecosystems are extremely variable experimental units. 

· Consequently, moderate perturbations may produce responses that cannot 
· be clearly separated from the routine variability of undisturbed ecosystems. 

··. Thus, there is considerable risk that important ecological effects will not be 
detected when manipulations are mild (Carpenter, 1989). However, this 

. does not imply that the experimentalist should adopt perturbations that 
· exceed a realistic range of conditions (Carpenter et al., 1991). Ideally, 
· ecosystem manipulations should be near the boundaries of known variabil
. · ity, and should be sustained for multiple generations of the longest-lived 

organisms involved in ecosystem response. 
Large-scale experiments are most powerful when important arguments 

around contrasts in system state or inputs to systems. For example, 
,eriDSicm was recognized as an important problem on grazing lands of the 
i•souttlw€~stc~m United States early in the twentieth century, but managers 
'·'H'•""'"""~·rl bitterly about the cause of the problem and its solution (Flader 

Callicott, 1991). The prevailing view was that fire caused the problem, 
that the solution required fire control and reforestation. Cattle, by 

thinnilng grasses, could be used to suppress fire and favor growth of woody 
ye~(etliLtion. Leopold (1924) took the contrary position. He argued that over

caused erosion, and that dense grass growth was required to stabilize 
soils. Grasses could be enhanced by reducing cattle densities and allow
wildfires to bum. Though global change was a distant issue in the 1920s, 
transformation of the Southwest had clear connections to both climate 
land use (Leopold, 1979). The management controversy could have 
resolved by experimental grazing and burning at the watershed scale. 
experiments would also have resolved the basic ecological disagree
about the interactive effects of fire, cattle, grasses, and woody vege
on soils (Leopold, 1924). We believe that many debates about the 

tuntCt1•0nJlng and management of large ecological systems can be resolved 
·e:q>erimen:taH . Often, basic researchers and management agencies will 

from collaboration on large-scale experiments of mutual interest 














